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I!ric Severide 
CBS-1V 
51 W SZnd Street 
New York . Hew YOTI: 10019 


DMr Mr. Severide: 


Harch 21 , 1972 


Your editorial of MlrdI ZInh conc.emina scbool 
businl e:nd President ~UM' . position on that issue WI 
• i_I CwId wcp,lease havt! • copy! 


We wtlUld like to reprint it in our _letter .nd 
di n ributll i t in our Co' mity as an intell1,ent le7lSiblo 
_ lysis of a ldJhly .-:ltiona.lhed issue. 


Thank yau, 








XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIIIIIIXXIII 
3336 30th St ., San Diego, CA 92104 


(7T4) 295-5800 


Harch 3, 1972 


U. S. Commission on Civil Rights 
1405 Eye St . H.W. 
W.shlngton, 0 C 2~2S 


Information Specialist 


Dear Sir : 


One of th~ .ajor areas of CURE ' s concern Is I n p~tlng qua lity 
equal educati onal opportuniti es for all children. We beli eve 
sCOOol Integration is a step toward thh goal . 


We feel we have a school aQlln l str ltlon reluctant or resistant 
to Int~rat:1'n. Sttt_nts Mde to us build barriers to such a 
possibili ty for Integration. Therefore, WI are at~tlng to 
acquire flcts about the probleas that have been raised. We MOuld 
appreciate your Isslstanc. In 91vlng us whatever Infonlatlon you 
might h.ve to the foll owing Items. 


1. What school districts hive voluntarily Integrated 
their schools? 


2. When schools have be.n Integrlted. whit distri cts 
did not dlscha~e t ile superlntandttlts, school 
boards Ind/or 1~lnlstrltors? Whit districts did 
r.,ve thew? 


3 . Why have SOle districts had a 9reat deal of trouble? 
4. Why hive others not had a grelt deal of trouble? 
5. Have SOle districts been successful It Integration? 


Which onll1 


We know these may be difficult questions. Any I nfo~tfon you can 
supply will be helpful. If you hive a suggested reading list. this 
could be useful . We Ire p.artlcullrlly Internted In InforNtlon 
lbout dhtrlctsthat hive been successful at Integration . 


Thank you, 


Mrs. Dorothy N. lloyd 
Executfve Secretary 







XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
3386 30th St., San Diego, CA 92104 


295~5800 


I4lrch J. 1972 


Leadership Conference on C1II1I Rights 
2027 Mass. Ave. N. W. 
W4shlngton. 0 C 20036 


Gentlemen: 


CURE i s a San Diego organizat ion of approKlmately 500 predominately 
white members concerned wi t h eliainltlon of rlcl sm . One of the 
aajor arolS of our concern Is In proaotlng qual ity equil educational 
opportunity for 111 children. we believe school integrati on 15 a 
step to~rd this gOi I. 


We feel we have a school admini strat ion that Is rel uctant or r esistant 
to i ntegration. State!!lents IIIIIde to us build barri ers to possib11ities 
for i ntegration . Therefore, we are attl!lllpting to acquire facts about 
the problems that have been rai sed. We ~uld appreci ate your Issls~ 
t ance In giving us whatever l nfo~tlon you . ' ght have to the following 
1 tellS : 


I . What school di stricts have voluntarily i nt~rated 
thl'! lr scllools? 


2. When schools have been Integrated, wha t districts 
did not di scharge the super1ntendents, school 
boards and/or administrators? What di stri cts did 
r8fllOve thell\? 


3. ~ have some di stri cts had a grea t deal of troubl e? 
4. WhY have others not had a gr eat deal of trouble? 
S. Have so.e districts been successful at fn tegration? 


Which ones? 


We know these .ay be difficult questions. AnY infOrmlt lon you can 
supply .'11 be helpful. If you have I suggested r eading list. this 
could be useful. We are particuhr11y Interested in infol"fDlt ion 
about d1stricts that have been successful at integration. 


Thank you, 


Mrs . Dorothy M. Lloyd 
Executhe Secretary 
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DIVISION OF 
PLANfIING AND RESEARCH 


CITY SCHOOL 
ROCHESTER, 


DISTRICT 
NEW YOIU( 


AN ABSTRACT OF 


DECEMBER 1970 


A THREE YEAR LONGITUDINAL STUDY TO ASSESS TilE FIFTEEN POHIT PLAN 


Two overriding qoala characterized 
the Fifteen point Plan, a plan 
approved by the Board of Education 
in 1961 . They were 


The delign formulated for evaluating the plan featured a 
longitudinal approach in which the effects of various school 
programs on pupil growth were a •• essed. The time span assigned 
for evaluating the plan was the three year period extending from 
September 1967 through June 1970. This article ia an abstract of 
the comprehenlive evaluation report completed by the District'. 
Division of Planning and Research in the Fall of 1970. 


PROGRAM ASSESSMENT 


following classroom settings: 


Three phase. of the Fifteen Point 
Program were assessed and reported. 
They involved the scholastic growth 
of pupils who participated in the 


(1) COMf'ENSATOI1Y E\JUCATIOW, The reduction of class she (15-18 
pupil. per teacher and teacher aide) and the institution of 
compensatory services at School No.3, a primary school 
having a virtually total black pupil enrollment 


(2) INTEGI1ATION-OUT: The tran.fer of the School No . 3 
intermediate grade (4-6) pupils to several receiving 
school. having exclusively white enrollees 


(3) IWTEGI1ArIOW-IW "lid IWTEGI1HIOI.'-OUT: The Expanded Open 
Enrollment Program at the "enriched" Experimental SchOOl 
No.2 that brought white pupils into an inner city school 
setting and provided for inner city pupils to transfer 
voluntarily to outer city schools. 


Comparison. were made between qroups of pupils representinq 
each of the above emphases. In addition, the scholastic qrowth of 
black pupils inVOlved in the.e approaches was contrasted with that 
of similar black pupils enrolled in segregated clas.es (control 
classes). Moreover, the performance of white pupils was also 
included for certain comparison •• 
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PUPIL POPULATIO~ Overall. pupils enrolled at twenty
two elementary schools were 
involved in features of the Fifteen 
Point Plan. For program evaluation. 


however, the performance of pupil. enrolled at only eleven schools 
was appraised in the data analysis. Although molt of the pupils 
whOle performance was a.sessed were black pupils, the scholastic 
growth of white pupils enrolled in the various classroom settings 
was ",Iso submitted to statistical analysis. Specifically, the 
performance of white pupils who transferred from their predominantly 
white neighborhood schools to attend classes at the inner city 
school were compared with their former school counterparts and. 
whenever feasible, with their new classmates . 


For all groups, pupil mobility adversely affected salDple size 
for each of the components analyzed. This became true during the 
third and final year when many of the original pupil participants 
had then shared in a variety or combination of educational 
experiences. Except for one grouping, only those pupils who had 
been involved for two or three consecutive years in their 
c.o,"PC>l.t<l.to.\fj , .(.lZtcgo\<ltcd, or 4 cg 'l.cg<l.tcd classes were included. The 
lone exception delineates groups of pupils who had two years of 
segregated classroom experiences followed by a year of integrated 
experiences at the Experimental School; these groups are clearly 
identified in the report (Questions Seven and Eiqht). 


PUPIL VARIABLES ASSESSED For this study '~~:,::::;:~~1 qrowth 


;~'~'~~~~;.'O Tho, 
measured 


standardized tests; pupil expressed as the number 
of days students September through 
June; and social growth and work 
habits. were translated to a 
numerical 5" poor). Both pupil attendance 
and teacher perceptions were recorded for each of the final two 
years covered i n the study . However, pupil achievement for each 
group was viewed for the full two or three years of the trea~ent 
period and was assigned greater value than the other two variables 
in the data analysis . Tables showing the comparisons of pupils 
involved in the various approaches are presented in the Appendix of 
the Final Report . 


If groups being compared appeared to 
be similar on pretest reading 
measures, t-tests were computed for 
the statistical analyses. When 


there was not a satisfactory pretest match, a one-way analysis of 
covariance was substituted. These statistical procedures were used 
to help provide answers to the nine research questions raised in the 
study. Moreover, the .05 level of confidence was established as 
acceptable for determining the significance for anyone analysis. 


• 
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All standardized posttesta for pupils in Grades 2 through 6 
were administered in May 1970. Pupils involved for three years 
were pretested near the beginning of the 1967-68 school year while 
the two year participants were given pretests in early October 1968. 
(Amplification of the statistical procedures and the listing of 
standardized instruments are presented in the Final Report . ) 


FINDINGS 1. Black pupils enrolled in 
at9U~9<1.ttd classes at the 
school having enriched enph.lel 
were not appreciably different 


in their scholastic performance from similar pupil. enrolled in 
Jt9~e9a~td cla.ses at control schools. 


2. Black pupils enrolled in compt»Jdtc~y classes achieved greater 
scholastic gainl than black pupils in ~t9~egattd classes. 


3 . Black pupil. in i"ttg~attd classes tended to show greater 
achievement gains than black pupils in ~t9~t9attd classes. 


4. Black pupils in compe"4atoty classes achieved as well as black 
pupils in intf;9-\ated classe •. 


5. As revealed in the New York State Pupil Evaluation Pr ogram 
results. pupils in compen4ato~y classes were the only students 
of those aSlelsed in the Fifteen Point Program who recorded 
gains in their mean percentile standing during the first two 
grades of school . 


6. Black pupils enrolled in inttg~atf;d classes at their neighborhood 
school were not appreciably different in their perfo~ance than 
similar pupil. attending classes in outer city schools . 


7. There were no appreciable diffe rences in outcomes between white 
pupils enrolled at an inner city school and white pupils 
attending their neighborhood schools. 


8. Black pupil. snd white pupils who scored similarly on pretest 
measures and who attended intf;g~attd classes tended to have 
similar outcomes three yearl later. 


9. Black pupil. inttg~attd at the primary level (Grades K-3) tended 
to show relatively higher scholastic gains than those black 
pupils who became integ~attd at the intermediate level 
(Grades 4-6). 


10. Pupils having stability in residency reflected higher achievement 
outcomes in data obtained from the New York State Pupil 
Evaluation Program. 


11. Slack pupil. attending 4eg~t9attd classes fared least well on the 
measures used for assessing pupils enrolled in the various 
components of the Fifteen Point Program. 


12. Children who attended schOOls located in their neighborhood 
recorded fewer days o f absenteeism than those enrolled in schools 
outside of their residential district . 







o 
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CAUTIONS Longitudinal studies of tht, type 


are affected by numerous 
uncontrollable program chanqes and 
design limitations. Among those 


affecting this study in particular were pupil mobility. teacher 
turnover. teacher differences, program differences, community 
pres lures , and sample size.. These factors must be kept in mind 
.s the reader reflect. upon the findings. While the effort ha. 
been made to describe and elaborate each more fully in the 
comprehensive report, it mUlt be noted that the findingl were 
relevant for a specific population, i.e. children enrolled in 
selected elementary schools of Rochester, New York during the three 
school years from September 1961 through June 1970. 


NOTE: A copy of the F1N4l REPORT: ~ THREE VEA~ lONGITUPINAl STUPY 
TO ASSESS A FIFTEEN POINT PLAN TO ~EDUCf ~ACIAL ISOLATION 
AND P~OVIVf QUALITY INTfG~ATEV EDUCATION FO~ ELEMENTA~Y 
SCHOOL PUPILS ia available through the Diviaion of Planninq 
and Research, City School District, 13 Fitzhugh Street 5., 
Rochester, New York 14614 








cems. Federal programs were in part responses to the rising demand
for a social revolution, for the improvement of human rights, and for
the increased development of underprivileged populations. For a while,
it seemed more important, politically to act, to be identified with the
effort to do something, than to act wisely. There was little 'time for
planning. With large sums of money being spent, and with political
objectives clearly the motive, "pork barreling" and politically deter-
mined distribution of funds naturally developed. To maintain some
semblance of responsible government, the executive branch began to
press for evaluation data-to prove favored programs successful and to
provide the basis for reducing or eliminating unpopular activities. In-
itially the legislature was not greatly concerned with evaluation. Ra-
ther, the executive branch initiated the evaluation of the impact of
compensatory education.


In this context, it is easy to see that large expenditures hastily ap-
propriated for new programs, political pressures for change and a
piece of the action, and the demand for immediate proof of impact
have complicated the evaluation of the effectiveness of these programs.
Evans (Office of Education) and Schiller (Office of Economic Op-
portunity) discuss the pressures they were under while designing and
implementing Head Start: .


Unfortunately, the politicol process is not orderlv. sched-
uled, or rational. Crests of public and conqresstonat sup-
port for social action programs often swell quickly and with
little anticipation. Once legislation is enacted, the pressures
on administrators for swift program implementation are in-
tense. In these circumstances-which are the rule rather
than the exception-pleas that the program should be im-
plemented carefully, along the lines of a true experiment
with random ossignment of subjects so that we can confi-
dently evaluate the program's effectiveness, are bound to
be ignored.


The results of such conditions were program and research designs based
upon well intended but precipitous decisions. Often when evaluations
were attempted after the fact, it was discovered that the original design
had been inadequate.


In addition, as Caro observes, the clients of such programs can pre.
sent a sensitive and difficult situation for the evaluative research. He
continues:


Even though evaluative researchers may firmly believe that
their efforts contribute ultimately to the cause of the poor,
minority activists may confront them with great hostil-
ity . .. Preoccupied with the immediate, tangible, drama-
tic, and personal, the minority activist is likely to be im-
patient with the evaluator's concern with the future, ab-
stract concepts. orderly procedures, and impersonal forces.


Quite apart from the problems related to the conditions under which
programs were initiated and conducted are the problems of evaluative
research in general. Here one often finds a low level of expertise and
inadequately developed methods. The best educational research scien-
tists often choose to work with basic problems in areas such as chi Id de-
velopment, learning, linguistics, rather than with evaluative research.
Evaluative and field research have only recently gained in respect and
demand among educators and the public. Consequently, high demand
has been suddenly created in a field with insufficient expertise. AI.
though many good research scientists were drawn into evaluation, they
could not readily transfer their research competence to the new situa-
tion. Indeed, given their experience in controlled laboratory settings,
the problems of evaluative and field research may have been more dif-
ficult for them than for some less experienced investigators.


With permission from IRCD BULLETIN, Eric Information Retrieval Center on·
the Disadvantaged, Horace Mann-Lincoln Institute, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 525 West 12D Street, N. Y., N. Y. 10027


From Vol. VI, No.5
December, 1970 Compensatory Education:


Evaluation in Perspective
Edmund W.Gordon


In the mid 1960's the federal government began its large-scale in-
tervention in the development and education of poor children. At
-the time, a preeminent educational research scientist-one of the most
distinguished in the nation-reportedly declined to participate in an
evaluation of the government's premier effort. Further clarification
of activities and aspirations was necessary, this scholar contended, be-
fore criteria could be set and evaluation could occur. His pessimistic
view did not deter an army of able, as well as not so able, investigators
from rushing to evaluate the impact of Head Start and other programs
of compensatory education. This is not to condemn them for their
courage, or perhaps even their opportunism or recklessness. The author
of this article marched along in the front ranks and even barked out a
few of the orders for what proved to be rather futile skirmishes. How-
ever, it appears that the pessimistic prophet was by no means wrong-
simply unheeded.


During the past five years, more than $10 billion has been in-
vested in the education of poor and minority group members and at
least $75 million has been spent on evaluations and special research
projects. Despite this enormous expenditure, we are still not able to
make definitive statements concerning the value of compensatory edu-
cation. Even those of us who have been the most enthusiastic advo-
cates of the need for such efforts have to concede that evidence of the
value of our efforts is modest, if it exists at all. Some critics are far
more harsh in their condemnation of the endeavor. A few have pre-
dictably asserted that compensatory education has not worked because
it was practiced on a population which is genetically inferior and, hence,
incapable of adequate response.


The sparsity of evidence in support of compensatory education may
have little to do with its value. Some studies indicate that considerable
slippage occurs between the designation of a program as compensatory
and the actual implementation of compensating elements in a child's
education. As in the case of ethnic integration in public schools, it
may be incorrect to conclude that the programs have not worked when
in most instances they have, not been tried. Yet, it is probably correct
that some compensatory education is not very effective. The traditional
use of drill and repetition in remedial education is not likely to im-
prove achievement for disadvantaged children. Similarly, increasing
guidance contacts from one to two or three per year or even providing
more intensive personal counseling as a solitary treatment seems to
make little difference. Reducing class size without changing what
teachers do seems unimportant, and, similarly, modest increments in
available materials have hardly brought about radical improvements.
But these and other observations are impressions, partially supported
'by data, but generally inconclusive. There are few intensive, qualitative
and systematic evaluations of compensatory education. Hard data are
needed; solid research studies are required as a basis for policy de-
cisions. We have instead an abundance of indefinite, conflicting and
confusing studies. The value of compensatory education may be ob-
fuscated, in part, because the practice of evaluative educational re-
search is poor.


The weaknesses in the application of evaluative research to com-
pensatory education partially stem from the complex political and
economic circumstances under which these programs were initiated and
developed. From their inception, programs involved large expendi-
tures-often made for other than purely experimental educational
reasons. Foundations. local and federal governments channeled more
than $10 billion into the education of poor and minority group chil-
dren. Some of the foundation efforts unfortunately seemed also to re-
flect a desire to establish organizational leadership, a domain of ac-
tion, or a model program which would be identified with the founda-
tion. The federal programs that succeeded the work of the founda-
tions were subject to a different set of pressures, mainly political con-
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Compensatory Education (Continued from page 2)


In the conduct of evaluative research, one can distinguish three ap-
p-oaches or three levels of concern. The first attempts to discover
whether or not a particular intervention program is effective: Are de-
velopmental and learning processes accelerated following the applica-
tion of a particular teaching method, curriculum, etc.? The second
level of concern is comparative: Is the particular intervention more
effective than other known methods? The third level is explanatory;
What is the nature of the relationship between specific intervention
methods and specific associated changes in behavior? Most evaluative
research has been directed at the first two levels of concern. The third
level, however, is the most important. By answering questions on this
level, one can establish a rational basis for action and begin to specify
treatments in relation to known characteristics of the children to be
served. At the third level the distinction between basic research and
evaluative research collapses. The questions posed demand a quality of
design which is appropriate to basic research but which can also serve
the purposes of evaluation. Unfortunately, evaluative research of this
quality has seldom been applied to compensatory education.


All of these approaches are made more complex by technical opera-
tional problems. The more compensatory education programs approach
laboratory experimental conditions, the more one can discover What,
how and why certain educational treatments alter educational under-
development. Yet, numerous obstacles stand in the way of establish-
ing the necessary degree of precision and control in isolating variables
and dlscovenng the effectiveness of specific treatments.


One such obstacle involves difficulties in the utilization of an ade-
quate method for selecting subjects. As Campbell and Erlebacher point
out, "experimental" subjects are often not selected on a random basis.
While the "control" group is selected to closely match the experimental
group according to various indices, the control group is too often differ-
ent from the experimental group in crucial aspects, however small a de-
gree. Without random selection of subjects, the results of a program
may reflect differences in the development of two populations-dif-
ferences which are unrelated to the experimental treatment in question.
In addition, matching procedures-may produce regression artifacts.
As for analysis of covariance and partial correlation, such biases may
occur both where pretest scores are available and in after-the-fact
studies. Campbell and Erlebacher propose true experiments in which
randomization of subjects will avoid difficulties that previous quasi-
experimental designs have encountered. However, parental objections,
coupled with political pressures, have made large-scale application of
random assignment of subjects impossible. Controlled comparative
studies of this sort are often resisted by communities who will not ac-
cept arbitrary selection of subjects for experimentation when every-
one wants the benefit of special treatment.


Another difficulty in establishing comparable experimental and con-
trol groups can be attributed to the influence of what has been called
the radiation effect. Even if the two groups are initially "comparable,"
the effect of experimentation on the experimental subjects is radiated
onto their families, siblings and eventually onto the control subjects if
there is any contact, direct or indirect, between these several groups.
Susan Grey (1966) reported the confounding impact of preschool on
the experimental children's families and even on other members of the
community in which they lived. Reporting on the Early Training Pro-
ject, ~rey found that at the end of each school year the controls caught
up to the gains made during the summer by the experimental group.
However, another control group in a town 60 miles away did not show
such gains. In addition, untreated younger brothers and sisters of ex-
perimental subjects w,ereobserved to make unusual progress, no doubt
as a result of the influence of the program on their parents or siblings
(Kohlberg, 1966). Obviously, control subjects should be selected in a
manner such that they can in no way be affected by the experimental
treatment. However, this condition is increasingly difficult to main-
tain in large-scale field studies and demonstration projects.


In addition, investigators have discovered other effects that are asso-
ciated with an intervention program-efforts which again are not direct
results of the treatment itself. Rosenthal reported that a teacher's ex-
pectations can have an important influence on the performance of stu-
dents. Shephard reported a similar experience in the early stages of his


work in St. Louis. Where the teacher's expectation of the child's per-
formance is high, the child is likely to show high achievement. Where
expectations are low, achievement tends to be low. Consequently, in
any compensatory education program, the expectations of the sub-
jects' teachers may influence their subsequent performance. The Haw-
thorne effect, in which the mere fact of experimentation or altered
learning conditions may cause a temporary change in performance, un-
related to the specific intervention method applied, can also color the
results. In the evaluation of compensatory education, such interfer-
ences have not been identified or controlled for; hence the real C(Jn-
sequences of the various treatments cannot be determined from these
studies.


There are still more problems referrable to evaluative research de-
sign which confuse, distort or limit the initial data as well as subse-
quent findings. Most evaluations of compensatory education studies
depend excessively on static variables and quantitative measures to the
neglect of the process variables and the qualitative analysis of behavior,
circumstances and conditions. This dependence on quantitative mea-
sures of status to the neglect of qualitative study of process not only
opens these works to questions related to the validity of the measure-
ment instruments; it also ignores the growing appreciation of situa-
tional and transactional factors as determinants of function. Com-
pensatory education programs under study include and affect a wide
variety of independent and dependent variables which are insufficient-
ly accounted for in the more narrowly designed evaluation studies that
have dominated the field to date.


This rather static approach to assessment has led investigators to,
view pupil characteristics which differ from some presumed norm as
negative, as well as to consider any correlation between these nega-
tive characteristics and learning dysfunction as support for a deficits
theory of intervention. In practice this has meant that researchers see
all differences between the target populations and the standard group
as deficits to be overcome rather than characteristics to be utilized and
developed.


Relationships between stereotypical and fairly static input and out-
put variables (usually isolated in pairs) are \investigated; no attention
is paid to the complex dialectic relationships between patterns of de-
pendent variables and patterns of independent variables, many of which
may be idiosyncratic to individuals and situations. These inadequate
attempts at the assessment and treatment of pupil characteristics are
often accompanied by an even less adequate appraisal of program vari-
ables. In practically all of the so-called national impact studies and
most of the evaluation of specific programs little or no attention is
paid to the fact that intervention treatment is uneven and control of
that treatment almost nonexistent. When national impact data are
pooled we could easily have results which show nQeffect, if the effect
of specified programs with positive impact is cancelled out by other
programs with no positive effect. Even more serious is the apparent
disregard of our growing conviction that individual pupils respond dif-
ferentially to treatments. When mean changes in status are used as the
indices to outcome, again we may have negative responders cancelling
positive responders to indicate no effect-even though the treatment
may be highly effective for specific individuals under specific circum-
stances.


Several possible explanations have been advanced to illustrate how
these confusing data can be interpreted to demonstrate the programs'
ineffectiveness. The most extreme is the theory that the subjects in-
volved are simply "genetically inferior and not able to be brought up to
hoped-for standards. Those who have attempted to advance such hv-
potheses have been blasted from all sides for the extremely question-
able nature of their scientific "support," as well, of course, as for the
dubious social value of advancing such theories at this point in the
society's development, when they cannot be adequately proven.


However, whatever the range of possible interpretations of appar-
ently discouraging data, what cannot be ignored is that far too many
children from economically or ethnically disadvantaged groups are fail-
ing to master the traditional learning tasks of schooling. The problem


{Continued on page 4}
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Compensotory Education (Continued from page 3)


is not only tragic, but staggeringly complex. Perhaps the most im-
portant response to the discouraging data presented by many evalua-
tion reports, after alk>wing for many of the research problems already
discussed, isa rigorous examination of the suitability of what is actually
laking place in the schools.


Public schools as social institutions have never had to assume reo
sponsibility for their failures. Only recently have observers be&un to
view and describe objectively some of the horrors that are perpetrated
in the name of public education. We must come to grips with the
problem of the utterly stultifying atmosphere of many classrooms. with
the way in wh ich rote learning and repetition discourage rea/learning;
and we must also realize that discipline for discipline's sake serves the
purpose of creating aniflCial order, but at the same time produces dull
automatons instead of eager students, or turns the inmates of PUbl;;
schools against education, to their lifelong detriment.


Even where extr.ilordinary programs of compensatory education
have brought about some beneficial results, larger social factors may
negate these results in the long run. Outside the classroom, disad-
vantaged children confront a society that is hostile to their healthy
development. Learning in structured situations may be irrelevant in
the context of their life outside the school. There is some evidence to
suggest that ethnic, ecoecmlc, or social integration does have bene-
FICial effects on children whose background results in SUGh school prob-
lems. Achievement levels have been shown to rise after desegregation
in many schools. although the exact interplay of reactions leading to
this result has not been conclusively determined. For example, im-
proved teacher morale or other improved conditions brought about by
the process of desegregation may result in an overall intrease in the
qlQlity of education throughout the system. Other evidence points to
the conclusion that integration on a SOGialstatus group basis has bene-
FICial effects for disadvantaged children when the majority of their
peers in the school are from higher status groups. Even these results.
however. are not suf'flCiently conclusive to provide a legitimate basis for
large-scale generalizations. The problem is further complicated by the
new renaissance in cultural nationalism among ethnic minorities, a
movement which affects any assumptions to be made about ethnic in-
tegration and education. In a society which has alternately pushed
ethnic separation or ethnic amalgamation and which has never truly
accepted cultural and ethnic pluralism, blacks, chicanos, Puerto Ricans.
~ native Americans are insisting that the traditional public school is
guilty not only of intellectual and social but also of cultural genocide
for their children. There are class and caste conmcts to which insuf-
ficient attention has been given in the organization and delivery of
educational services. If cultural and ethnic identfflcatkm are impor-
~nt components of the learning experience. to ignore or demean them
~s poor education, at best. Even if these factors are sufficiently taken
Int~ account in the school. we are far from any guarantees that the
socetv will honor such values outside the classroom. It is not at all
clear that intensive, short-term in-school treatment can counter the
negative, external forces working upon disadvantaged poPulftions.


~e schools face a difficult challenge if they are to make learning an
exciting and stimulating experience. relevant and effective. for all their
stude.nts from all cultural and social backgrounds. However. even
meeting these criteria will not be enough. Educators still face the prob-
lem of matching the developmental patterns, learning styles and tem-
peramental traits of individual learners to the educational experiences
to which they are exposed. Many researchers have concentrated on
differences in level of intellectual function a concern reflected in the
~':'Y empha~s on intelligence testing and the placement, even "track-
Ing , of pupils based-on these tests. .This tradition has emphasized
quantitative measurement, classification and prediction to the neglect
of qualitative measurement. description ~nd prescription. These latter
processes are clearly essential to the effective teaching of children who
COme to the schools with characteristics different from those of both
their teachers and the other children to whom most teachers are ac-
customed. Research data indicate wide variations in patterns of in-
te!lect~1 and social funttion across and within sub-populations. Vari-
atIOns In functjon within privileged groups may be less important be-
cause of a variety of environmental factors which support adequate de-
Four


velopment and learning; however, ~ong disadvantaged populations-
where traditional forms of environmental support may be absent-at-
tention to differential learning patterns may be crucial to adequate de-
velopmenL Understanding the role of one set of behaviors as facili-
tators of more comprehensive behaviors is at the heart of differentiil
aRily~s of learner chiraeteristics and differential design of learnirc
expenences. Schooling for disadvantaged children-indeed for all
ch.i1ctr.en in our schools-;;omes nowhere near meeti~ these' implied
'cntena, Assessment technology has not seriously engaged the problem.
Curriculum specialists are just beginning to face the task in some of
their work in individually prescribed learning. ' •


The problems of social disadvantage in the society at large and the
failure of the schools to mold their practices to cultural differences and
individual learning styles are not the only. obstacles to successful com-
pensatory education. Social disadvantagement gives rise to a variety
of harmful health and nutritional problems which militate against
healthy devek>pment and adequate utilization of educational oppor-
tunities. It is becoming increasingly recognized that low income re-
sults in poor health care and frequent malnutrition; these disadvan-
tages are related to high risks for the pregnant mother and fetus, and
for the child after birth, in terms of mortality or maldevelopment.
Poor health conditions may result in either a direct impairment of the
nervous system or an indirect interference with the learning process by
a k>w level of energy or high level of distractibility. Such health-re-
lated conditions probably have a crucial effect on school and general
social adjustment. It has now been shown that impaired health or or-
ganic dysfunction can influence school attendance,learning effICiency,
developmental rate as well as personality development. Clearly. ade-
quacy of healtll status and adequacy of health care in our society are
iIlfluenced by adequacy of income. Thus poverty results in a number
of conditions directly referrable to school success and to development
in general.


Despite the many problems in the design, implementation and evalu-
atjon of compensatory education programs and the equivocal status of
much of the evaluation effort, we are nonetheless constantly called
upon to make judgments and policy decisions based upon the experi-
ences so far. There are useful insights to be drawn from these experi-
ences:


1. The search for the best or the generic treatment is clearly a futile
search. Problems of human development and learning are so complex
and conditions of life so varied that the chances of finding a clMTiculum
which is universally superior are quite modest. In well designed and
conducted studies comparing different approaches to early childhood
education, differences in curriculum orientation seemed less important
than the following factors: systematic planning, clear obiectives"in-
tensity of treatment, attention to individual needs and leami~ pat-
terns, opportunities for individual and smalllfOuP interaction, support
in the home environment for the I~ing experiences provided at school
and the presence of personnel committed to the pedagogic<d procedures
prescribed. It seems that as these conditions are approached, no matter
what the content ex method, personal development and content mas--
tery are advanced. Hard data in support of these conclusions are scarce
since few studies have been designed to be particularly sensitive to this
constellation of variables. Nonetheless logical and impressionistic evi-
dence mounts in support of the validity of these observations.


2. Although the concept of individual differences has been with us
for a long time, individualization is underrepresented in prognrns of
treatment and evaluation of programs. Confusing interpretation of
evaluation data may occur because of this neglect and the counter-
tendency to generalize too freely. In a few longitudinal studies where
impact on individuals (or on youngsters identifed as having been ex-
posed to known treatments over time) has been investigated, emefling
achievement patterns are encouraging. There appear to be insufftcient
studies of highly sophisticated programs of individually prescribed
learning experiences to draw definitive coACIusions.. Yet some of the
more generalized individually prescribed instructional propams do
seem to be widening the range of achievement among pupils so ex-
posed. These generalized IPI programs are probably not the answer
even though they represent an advance in educational technology. The
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true matching of pace, content and conditions of learning to the speci-
fic characteristics of each learner is not yet a part of even our highly
experimental work. Insufficient progress in the qualitative analysis of
learning behavior may be partially responsible for this situation. Such
analysis is clearly prerequisite to any serious effort at achieving sophis-
tication in the individualization of instruction and learning.


3. The absence of broader representation and util ization of the
social sciences in the evaluation of compensatory education has con-
tributed to the neglect of social psychological, social and political
factors in these programs. Yet as important as the strictly pedagogical
problems are, the politics of education delivery systems, the social
psychology and political economy of education and the sociology of
knowledge and learning share the stage with pedagogy in accounting
for the success or failure of compensatory education. Whether we are
considering the role of pupils in directing their own learning or the
roles of parents and community in directing school policy, the influ-
ence of involvement, participation, commitment and values is so criti-
cal as to render much of our evaluation and our treatment useless unless
we give these factors greater consideration. In the very inadequate stu-
4ies of several informal schooling situations (storefront academies and
the adult education programs of groups like the Black Panthers, Black
Muslims, Young Lords, etc.] the blending of control, participation,
politics, values and demonstrated change in opportunity structure be-
gin to appear as important factors in educational rehabilitation. Un-
fortunately, the research and evaluation data that we have are not suf-
ficient to erect guidelines or to draw firm conclusions but again im-
pression and logic suggest that we should look to these concerns in our
programs and evaluation.


This Bulletin was prepared pursuant to a contract with the Office of
Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Contrac-
tor~ undertaking such projects under Government sponsorship are encour-
aged to.express rreerv their judgment in professional and technical matters.
Points of view or opinions do not, therefore, necessarily represent official
Office of Education position or oolicy.
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!I.A .A.C.P . 


XlxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXX 
3386 JOth St ., San Olego , CA 92104 


295~5800 


Karch 3, 1912 


1790 Broadway . 10th Floor 
Hew York, Hew York 10019 


Gent1 .. n: 


CURE is I San Dtego Ol'\lanlu tion of lpproxll111tely 500 pr~flY.tely 
white ~rs concerned wfth elimination of racism. Dna of the 
.aJar areas of our roncern Is 'n pl"Otlltlng quality l quf.l «Iucltfonal 
opportunity for 411 children . We beli eve school integration 15 • 
step toward thls 90~ 1. 


We feel we have I school Idnfnfstr.tfon that 1s reluctant or resistant 
to i ntegra t 1on. Statements ~de to us build barriers to possfbil ities 
for integra t ion . Therefore, we Ire .ttemptlng to Icquire flcts about 
t he proble11tS that hn. been ra' s~. W~ .,uld appr eciate )'Our uslstlnee 
fn g1v1ng U$ wha t lver lnfo~tlon you might h,y. to t he following 
items : 


1. Wha t school d istricts MYel voluntarlly fntagratld 
thei r sclM)ohl 


Z. When schools have been integrated, what distr1cts 
dfd not dfschargo the superintendents, sct,ool 
boards and/or admi nist rators? What d1str1cts dfd 
NIIIOve t hatt? 


3. Why heve some districts ~d a great deal of trouble? 
4. ~ have others net had a great dea l of troubl e? 
S. HAve some districts been succissful at fntegratfon? 


Whi ch ones? 


we know these II&.)' be dffffcult questfons. AM fnfol"lllltfon you can 
supply wnl be helpful. If you have a suggllted read1ng lfst, t his 
could be useful. We Bre particul.rily fnterested 1n 1nfo~tfon 
about dfstri cts t hlt have been successful at fntegr.tion. 


Thank you, 


!'!rs . Dorot l\y It . lloyd 
Executive Secretary 
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Or. StegelT.all. 
Associate Superintendent 
4100 Nonul St 
San Diego. California 


Dear Or. Stel~: 


March 21, 1972 


I have encl osed D oopy of a letter recently sent to 
OJRP. by the Director of Education Programs of N.A.A.C.P. 


Since the letter IIIIlkes several asser tions which seen 
conttary to staterDeflts of >"OUl'S a t our _tina Febrwuy 2:5, 
1 thouiht you wruld be intet'ested in re~ these views. The 
second, third, and frurth parqraphs seeQ particularly icrmane . 


Sincenly. 


Kei t.h Robinson 
President 
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NAACP Special Contribution Fund 
17S() BROADW"Y I NEW YOIIK, N. Y. 10019 ! 20:2100 


Mrs . Dorothy H. Lloyd 
Executive Secretary 


March 13, 1972 


Citizens United for Racial Equality 
3386 30th Street 
San Diego , California 92104 


Dear }oI:1's . Lloyd : 


I am writing in response to your recent inquiry • 


... "f .... TO. lXIfIlI'T_1CU _"-'0#_ 
"""""",.n _ IM''''~ 
__ tllCMOOt:t._ 
-...:,0,"-. _ MIll __ " __ .,oea AND""""' =-


First, let me suggest that you contact our Regional 
Director


j 
Hr . Leonard Carter , for information regarding 


Californ a school districts that have voluntarily 
desegregated their schools . }oI:1' . Carter may be reached 
at the following address : 995 Harket Street , 16th floor , 
San Francisco , California ~l03 . 


Second , to the best of my knowledge , the only school 
distriet that released its Superintendent of Schools as 
a direct consequence of desegregation is Evanston, 
IllinOis . A few school districts , such as Denver and 
DetrOit , elected very conservative school board members 
after a school desegregation plan had been adopted or 
put into erfect . 


Third , the school distr icts that have ended segregation 
oost effectively are those where the Board of Education and 
Superintendent of Schools have provided elear , firo, and 
unequivocal leadership to the co~unity. 


Fourth , an untold n~ber of sehool distriets throUChout 
the country have effectively and successfully ended all 
forms of segrecation in their public schools . In most of 
these districts , there was so~e !nitial opposition to change 
from White parents and comounities , but school officials 
he}d firm , and the opposition gradually lessened. It 
would be unrealistIc to expect a transition from segregated 
to non - segregated schools without opposition . The question 
is not whether there is opposition to change , but how 
school officials respond to this opposition . 


I hope I have answered your questions, at least in part . 
I am sending you , under separate cover, some materials that 
may be helpful . 


Sincerely , 


JSA 


, ;J.. o..L 1-1- ~ 
June Saagalo!f ~xander rr(., 


Director for Education Programs 
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Mnth 13. 1972 


Superint endent of tnstruction 
Berkeley Schoo l District 
Berkel,,),. Ct.lifol'nh 


Dear Sir: 


CUR~ i •• non·profl t volunt eer oTganl!ation of 500 
San DieltJil PTOIiIOtin& racial equality and eoneerned in 
partieuJ~ with school lntt,r.tion. we arc intere sted tn t~e 
dev.1cwent of an integration progru . 


We' r e writi~ to you to soli eit roport. of results 
and eva luation. of your Ichool inte~ation progr~~ . Of 
particular interest would be tholc approaches and technique. 
that rou havo f!Nud to ,ucecnful alolll wi til the advantage, 
10110.1 oonef1 u of intearatod aducat ion. 


"'0 '1'11 looking forward tQ learnine lIIore :tbout your 
v_Iuaul" VTOgr... Please let us henr from you ~t )'QUT 
ear l iest convoniencQ. 


Ver y tTuly your" 


UTa . Dorothy M. Lloyd 
Exe01t ive Socretary 


Itn send to: Berkeley, Evanst, Ill, Rochester NY, Hartford Conn, 
Pittsburi Penn. Boston MASS, Redwood Ci ty , Calif, ~ Pasadena CA 








.... r lean CiYil IJb.,U •• Union 
323 w. 5th Scr .. t 
Los Anze l." Csl ifOl'nia 900 13 


Marcil 1:5. 1912 


An articl. in the Loa ..... '. Ies Ti .. s of this .ornin, 
reponod result. of • survey written by Dr. Audrey Schwarn 
de.l ina wi t h th. beneflca oC school int, .,ltton. 


CURE h I 500 ..... , S.,.. Oh,D or,aniution concel''*' 
with pro.Jtina richl equIlI.ty and i n particular with pro-otlna 
.chool inte,ration. It would btl 01 vsl!..abl ... ~sht&J1 c" to us 
to Icquire I copy 0' this report . Cou ld you lend u. one 01' 
direct us co where one could tHo lQ.juiredt 


Thlllllr. you. 


Mr •• Dorothy M. Lloyd 
Executive Seadary 
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P ITTS BURGH P UBLIC S C H OO L S 
PITTSeURG H , PA 15213 
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Mr •• Dorothy M. Lloyd, executive Secretary 
Citizen. United for Racial Equality 
3386 - 30th St reer 
San Diego, California 9ZI04 


Deal' Mu . Ll oyd: 


March ZO, 197Z 


Until thh time, molt of our efforts rega r din g school reorgan
ization have foculed on r e lief of overcrowding and providing a middle .chool 
experience , or providing experiences in a special p r ogr am. Better racial 
ba la nce Is a welcome bonus In molt of these effo r ts. 


Thereto r e , while it may be easy to p r ove that bette r education 
r esults, it would be imposllble to say t·bat this re.ult comes as a relult of 
integ r ation , or because at the obviously imp r oved program being made avail
able to younglteu . In Ipite at thil appr oach, many parentI have been pro
testing our effortl, and we have even been challenged in court-- r eceivin, one 
adverle opinion, and having It upheld on appeal. We , of courle, will be ap
pealing this r uling to a higher court. On the othe r hand, we have been ordered 
by our State Human Relations Com million to e[{ect total racial balance at a 
falter r ate than we are now projecting. 


In lummary, we are not in a polition to live you an evaluation 
of our sttempu to achieve racial balance, in that 10 far this hal not been OUr 
lole purpole for causinl chan,el in our Ichool syltem . We are under lelal 
preslure on the one hand to brinl some of thele changes to our sy.tem, and 
we have been challenged by lome who seek to maintain and/or reatore the old 
neighbo r hood school patternl. It may be that in a year or two 1 may he able to 
respond more directly to your concernl. 


LJK:h 





